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Interest in the history of women in antiquity has grown con-
spicuously within the last decade. Sarah B. Pomeroy's Goddesses,
Whores, Wives and Slaves (Pomeroy, 1975) did not really inaugurate this
renaissance, but no doubt it drew attention to the subject within
professional circles and among general readers to an unusual degree. In
the introduction to her book Pomeroy stated:

The story of women in antiquity should be told
now, not only because it is a legitimate aspect of
social history, but because the past illuminates
contemporary problems in relationships between
men and women.
(Pomeroy, 1975: xii).

The first part of this quotation suggests that the story of women
in antiquity had never been told before. Of course, this is not strictly
true if one observes the sheer quantity of literature dealing with the
subject published in the 19th and 20th century (Goodwater, 1975). Yet
one might agree that the majority of these texts fails to tell a story
that would satisfy a modern reader. Our contemporary views on the
relationships between men and women, divergent though they may be,
would in all probability ask for a different account. The impressive
number of publications that have appeared since Pomeroy's monograph
was published shows that this is indeed the case. Moreover, they bring
the second half of Pomeroy's introductory remark to our attention. It
might be as correct to state that contemporary problems illuminate the
past, and this truism is not appropriate only to contemporary historio-
graphy but to 'traditional' scholarship as well.
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Considering that its historiographical tradition is an important
aspect of any historical subject and that an understanding of this
tradition is a sine qua non of any restatement of questions or research
programmes, the attempt to draw at least a general outline of this
historiography might prove to be worthwhile. In the current debate on
women in antiquity, several scholars have contributed to an analysis of
its history' and every student of the subject is much in debt to the
criticism they offer. Nevertheless, they are usually concerned with a
particular topic, while the problems of the historiography of 'women in
antiquity' in general still deserve more attention. This part of ancient
history naturally has firm links with general tendencies in classical
scholarship and history on the one hand, and with contemporary views
on gender and society on the other. The broad range of these themes
sets limits to the amount of detail that can be offered and precludes
any possibility of completeness. Yet the attempt to analyse the main
currents in the 19th and 20th century historiography of ancient women
may serve as a suitable introduction to the present volume and help to
situate it vis-à-vis the field as a whole.

In the following discussion my main argument will be that the
19th century provided the paradigm that was to define inquiry on
women in antiquity until far into the 20th century. Social and pro-
fessional factors combined to create a conceptual whole that made the
subject a peculiar problem. Briefly, it isolated the category 'women'
from general history. This conceptual isolation was the consequence of
various social and intellectual processes, and in turn it raised a number
of questions which it was itself unable to solve. It is only recently that
this paradigm has begun to decline and to be replaced tentatively by
another. In the 1970s historians began to interrogate historiography
regarding the role it assigned to women and subsequently started to
search for new approaches (Wallach Scott, 1983). In ancient history this
search was greatly stimulated by innovatory developments which exerted
their influence in all segments of historiography and which brought
about a radical change in the study of antiquity. Pomeroy's book more
or less marked a turning point, even though she proved unable to
produce the different account at which she aimed: the material that she
tried to reinterpret was too deeply rooted in the conventional concepts.
The aim of this article is to describe and to explain these concepts and
to sketch the outline of recent developments.
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In the first decades of the 19th century ancient women had be-
come an object of scientific inquiry. Up to then perception had been
limited to certain groups of female figures that were thought sufficient
to represent the female population in antiquity. Most conspicuously it
was the famous goddesses, queens and nymphs who crowded classicist
images: as subjects of erotic fantasies or allegories they were present
in mythico-historical painting.' They lined up as symbolic collectives:
Trojan women, Sabine virgins, mothers of Bethlehem. The formulae of
literature drew on the ancient texts, but recreated the stories in ac-
cordance with contemporary values and aesthetics in the same way as
the visual canon did. This kind of representation did not cease in the
19th century, but parallel to it a scholarly interest developed that was
to create mental images of its own. These historical conceptions may be
discussed both as the result of a purely intellectual process and as a
part of the larger scheme of 19th century mentality.

The scholarly texts on ancient women grew steadily in number in
the course of the century and had reached an impressive quantity by
its second half, particularly in the last decennia. Within this broad
stream two currents may be distinguished which can be labelled as
'positivist' and 'idealist'. Generally speaking, 19th century thought can
be analysed and understood in terms of these two approaches. Despite
their common origins, they argued for essentially different interpreta-
tions of reality (Mandelbaum, 1971). The distinction between positivism
and idealism will prove useful and valid for the study of women in
(ancient) history as well. Still, it is striking that, particularly where
(ancient) women are concerned, some fundamental assumptions were
held in common by both positions. There appears to be a conception of
women as a category outside the ordinary, general features of life, and
although the meaning attributed to this exceptional character differs
depending on which approach is followed, this common view eventually
facilitated the creation of a combined approach to the study of ancient
women.

Although the 19th century was the era of historical interest and
consciousness par excellence, the overwhelming prestige of the natural
sciences and the revolutionary results they offered gave to their meth-
ods the aura of being the exemplary way to truth. In the humanities,
positivism implied that scientific inquiry should be modelled along the
lines of the natural sciences and that its subject material was to be
equated methodologically with that of the sciences. It was not to be
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interpreted by means of some ultimate truth or idea which was sup-
posed to lie behind it. Such metaphysics were rejected in principle, on
the grounds that only the observance of scientific methods would lead
to knowledge. Within the learned traditions and institutions, positivism
carried much more weight and for a long time it exercised a far
greater influence than idealism.

It is important to emphasise the methodological principles of
positivism. They defined the direction and the limits of inquiry and
were used to identify the positivist position in contrast to idealism in
the name of science, even when the orthodoxies of early positivism
gradually came into decline. Positivist historiography refused to trans-
gress the boundaries of empirical reality set by the (written) source
material. Historical facts were to be distilled from the material through
an estimation of its reliability; the way to reach a valid interpretation
was to follow the path of textual criticism. In addition, these principles
set the aims of historical scholarship. The questions these methods were
asked to answer were felt to be raised in the encounter with reality
itself; historical explanation should at first be limited to relations that
were supposed to be offered directly by the source material. Yet evalu-
ation and explanation were seldom satisfactory in this way. This ex-
perience, on the one hand, opened the door for a priori values to
intrude upon historical explanation. Historians who put their confidence
in the adequacy of the source material were barely aware of this. On
the other hand, they expected large-scale developments to be revealed
by the interpretation of historical change. The use of the natural
sciences as a model prompted them to try to discover laws, and in the
field of history this enterprise led to adherence to the historical ap-
proach commonly known as 'historicism', whose consequences are fur-
ther discussed below. It was thus textual criticism which seemed to be
one of the few trustworthy methods by which historiography could face
the complicated demands made upon it as a science of interpretation.

Within ancient history the same tendency found expression in
reliance on the methods of philology, but the texts used by ancient
historians were no ordinary source material: more often than not these
texts were the standards of western literary values and bore an author-
ity which had not ceased to grow in the course of time. Classical
scholars of the 19th century were apt to identify themselves to a
certain extent with the revered authorities. They seemed to envisage
the ancient authors seated at their desks with almost the same aims in
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mind as they had themselves: to do justice fully and consciously to
their intentions as authors or to strive for the same reliable description
of reality. The natural outcome was an almost unshakable belief in the
adequacy of the ancient texts, if only these texts were subjected to
proper philological criticism. Consequently, positivist historiography of
antiquity assumed the character, by and large, of an extension and
explanation of the ancient written texts. The only force of any impor-
tance to counter this tendency had its origins in the search for broad
vistas in the context of interpretation.

If we survey the bulk of positivist publications, we may distinguish
two main themes. One task was the delineation of the 'image of women
in antiquity', the description of the representation of women in written
(and sometimes visual) sources. Here the purely literary sources pre-
vailed, such as epic, lyric and drama. A larger and more taxing enter-
prise could be labelled 'the position of women in antiquity'. Most of the
data were to be found in the numerous written laws, decrees, juridical
tracts and philosophical or historical treatises. The central question
appears to be that of determining which social rules were applied to
women and how women were to act (or not to act) within this social
system. There was a strong interest in law and in the legal regulations
affecting property and inheritance,3 and descriptions were provided of
the practices of marriage and child-rearing and of the tasks carried out
by women in the home or for religious purposes. In sum, the positivist
programme would and did lead to the collection and description of
every detail written down about women in ancient times, both ideas
about women as such and what they actually did in practice. Although
some kinds of classification were hampered by the fact that, at least
where classical Greece was concerned, only a few women were known
by name (to mention a living woman citizen by name in public was
considered indecent in classical society), all women, individuals and
groups, their tasks and their rights were culled from the texts, ordered
and described. In this area the passion for lists, numbers and facts with
which positivism is often associated led to a very high level of produc-
tion.

Few branches of scholarship have drawn as much profit from
positivism as classical studies have done, making its principles so
thoroughly and tenaciously their own. As a result, prolific classical
scholarship has provided us with a huge quantity of neatly ordered
data. Its integrity demanded that the fact must not be overlooked that
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all but a few texts from antiquity were written by and for men, and
some attention was usually paid to this male bias in the source mater-
ial. The lacuna of the female voice was explicitly deplored. Neverthe-
less, the written heritage was still thought to contain all the data
necessary for the compilation of a satisfactory picture of the position
of women in antiquity. Each Realenzyklopadie, compendium, lexicon or
general introduction was adorned with at least a lemma 'die Frau' or
'women, position of, in which a sometimes embarrassing mass of tes-
timonia and data were offered.

Quantity is indeed the most conspicuous feature of positivist
achievements. Faced with the kind of knowledge that it produced, the
modern reader still wonders what was meant by 'the position of
women', since the relationship between this 'position' and other aspects
of society is never clarified. In fact, this relationship appears never to
have been questioned or made the object of inquiry, nor is the nature
of this concept brought into the discussion. 'The position of women'
emerges as a phenomenon in itself. It is not a part of an overall social
fabric, but an isolated, reified segment. This remarkable conception is
reflected in the very terms used: in several languages women are re-
duced to a phenomenon in the singular, referring to gender alone: 'die
Frau' (die Frau im klassischen Altertum), 'la femme' (le statut de la
femme aux epoques classiques), 'de positie van de vrouw in de oudheid'.
In English, the plural 'women' is more common than the singular
'woman', but on the conceptual level it is still being used in the sin-
gular ('the' position of 'women'). Women are represented as a uniform,
undiversified kind that eventually seems to retreat from social differen-
tiation because its position precludes meaningful participation in the
complexities of social relationships. Language thus reflects the concep-
tual move that constitutes the essential problem in the historiography
of (ancient) women: the reduction of 'women' to their gender alone and
the simultaneous isolation of this gender from society at large. This
conceptual move is implied in the term 'the position of women' and its
pervasive influence makes it worthwhile to attempt to explain its
origins and to probe into some of its consequences.

Surely these origins cannot be divorced from the social conditions
of 19th century scholarship. Relating mental configurations directly to
their social surroundings does require a good deal of caution, and we
can certainly take into account certain intellectual developments which
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contributed autonomously to the creation and refinement of the histori-
cal conceptions involved: the impact of historicism, for example, did
much to reaffirm the validity of these concepts and to disseminate them
as part of the intellectual communis opinio. Nevertheless, this concep-
tion of women as a fundamentally foreign entity, whether of an asocial
or essentially different character, is noteworthy, unless one takes it for
granted. It demands an explanation, and its resistance to thorough
reconsideration in traditional historiography may be understood partly,
but not completely, by its absorption into common social thought.
Despite the different ways in which positivism and idealism treated this
concept, their conviction of its validity and self-evidence is striking. If
we look for an explanation of this basic similarity, perhaps it is to be
found in the mental climate shared by idealist and positivist scholars of
that time alike.

In an important article, in which she discusses several features of
19th century social life which were influential on scholarly conceptual
equipment, Michelle Rosaldo has given solid arguments for this approach
(Rosaldo, 1980).4 Since this background may help to clarify some of the
problems of the historiography of ancient women, we shall briefly
consider its main outlines.

One of the striking features of 19th century social thought is the
belief in a thorough-going division of public and private spheres. It was
laid down in legal principles and carried out in every debate and prac-
tice concerning social life. Politics, economics, professional life and
formal education were considered to be part of the public order. Family
life, love, marriage and child-rearing were conceived as something
fundamentally different. The only formal link between the two spheres
was provided by the law, the legal regulations applied by the public
order to family life. A frame to regulate authority within the private
sphere and to define responsibility vis-à-vis society at large was indis-
pensable. So were rules for marriage and inheritance, which formed a
thread by which the social contract of family life was woven into the
texture of public regulation. The extent to which the public order was
to be allowed to interfere with family life and the ultimate significance
of the spheres for one another were the subject of debate, but the
overriding view of the fundamental division between public and private
was never called into question.

The extent to which 19th century society tried to distribute the
sexes between the separate public and private spheres is quite unique
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from a historical point of view. Women from the higher levels of so-
ciety5 were almost without exception destined for this family life as
the fulfilment of their adult social role. In educational matters girls
were expected to acquire those accomplishments that would help them
to be better wives and mothers. Professional life and any work for
wages remained taboo, while a role within the family was regarded as
both sufficient employment of a woman's personal endowments and the
best suited to her nature. The only channels leading to individual
differentiation outside the home that were open to bourgeois women
were in the unofficial sphere of charity and other similar activities. It
is no coincidence that the fields in which bourgeois women first began
to operate (semi)professionally were extensions of their homely tasks:
nursing, teaching young children and certain religious functions. Men,
on the other hand, were asked to fix their sights on the public sphere.
Particularly in professional life, their social functioning was to be their
ultimate aim in life and it was demanded of them that they should
embody the rules that operated in this life of public affairs. Moreover,
they were to be the heads of their families, which meant that they
would act as the legal connecting link between the mores of public life
and those of the family.

Family life was highly valued, and some sort of balance between
the two spheres was generally felt to be essential. The nature of this
balance, however, was open to debate, and this is where the problems
to which this essay is directed make their appearance. Belief in the
rationality of society is the most important of the various socio-politi-
cal patterns here. Among liberals and, later, socialists, there was a firm
conviction that social life could and should function rationally. They
believed that social engineering and aiming at a set of rational goals
were the way for society to yield its best results. Developments in the
social and economic fabric and the structure of the constitutional
monarchies and democracies gave the impression that society was indeed
manageable and capable of being measured by rational standards. Ar-
guing from the axiom of rational order, irrational beliefs and behaviour
could be viewed as vestiges of backwardness, where the full force of
progress had not yet been effective. The general feeling was optimistic:
rational management would eventually succeed and contemporary society
was on the road to its fulfilment.

The power of progress was intended for both the public and the
private spheres. Family life was certainly amenable to order. However,
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its very definition made private life problematic. It contained the realm
of emotions and it was the sphere where the natural aspects of human
life had their rightful place (the lust for power excepted). Here sex-
uality and procreation belonged, as long as they were legitimate. Ideal-
ly, the family bound people together by affection, while in the public
sphere formal ties without personal interest were called for. Although
this whole fabric of natural and affectionate factors might be asked to
conform to order (and indeed was asked to do so through education,
religion and law), there was a feeling that the core of this private life
would ultimately escape rational management. This was in sharp con-
trast to public life, where such a programme was thought to lead to
final success. Since this kind of success was the yardstick of value,
family life was bound to contain less value compared with society at
large. Consequently, society came to be identified with its public as-
pect, while private life was felt to be asocial to some extent at least
and rational intervention could not penetrate its outer boundaries.

In this respect the division between the public and private spheres
was much more than a principle of social organisation. Underneath we
may discern the logic of the malleability of man (Mandelbaum, 1971:
141ff.) and a kind of human core which would elude the management of
knowledge and progress was thought to reside, by natural right, in
family life. If we accept the arguments of Michel Foucault on the
defining process of sexuality, we might suppose that this core was in
fact produced by the very aim to dismantle it. Sexuality was made into
a secret force by the scientific discourse which set out to reveal it as
such (Foucault, 1976). Foucault's analysis helps us to understand why
the contradictions posed by the definition of public and private life
remained impenetrable. These definitions also produced a congruous
conception of gender identity. Although sexuality might manifest itself
in various ways, its basis was firmly located within family life. Like-
wise, although men were held to be subject to sexual forces by nature,
women were felt to contain sexuality in its most absorbing form. One
might surmise that men were eventually tempted to relegate this un-
manageable factor of human existence to women.

Now we are in a better position to reconsider the concept 'the
position of women'. Society was defined as an organised, multiform
whole where historical progress would proceed through rational social
engineering. The emphasis came to rest firmly on the public sphere, the
centre of potential success with which men predominantly identified
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themselves. Family life was only partially affected by rational discourse,
and where it embodied the biological (sexual, reproductive, nurturing)
aspects of human life it might not be affected by rational management
at all. As such it remained outside or on the fringe of social
categories. Thus while the conceptions of 'society' and 'nature' were
felt to be mutually exclusive, men and women were not immediately
identified with either of these poles. Men too accepted that they were
partly moved by natural forces, particularly as far as sexuality was
concerned. It was not this principle, however, by which they defined
themselves, but on the contrary they assigned greater significance to
their social existence. Women, on the other hand, were felt to be
defined to a larger extent by their biological existence. The expression
'the position of women' expresses the ambiguity of their definition. In
so far as their lives fell under the sway of the social fabric, they were
part of rational discourse, a relationship indicated by the term 'posi-
tion'. However, since they were mainly defined in terms of their natural
existence, they were perceived as asocial beings, the aspect indicated
by the term 'women'.

To sum up, we are here faced with two asymmetrical definitions of
gender. While 'men' are identified more with rational social life and
less with nature, 'women' are primarily and predominantly defined as
natural beings and are only partially integrated in the social fabric. In
this definition, 'nature' is primarily, though not exclusively, equated
with sexual, biological life. This set of definitions may be seen as a
general feature of 19th century mentality and as the common back-
ground to which the various interpretations of women's history belong.
In the sphere of political thought, the emphasis might be laid on the
aim and success of rational management, as formulated in liberalism and
socialism. On the other hand, as a reaction against this underplaying of
the vitality of life, the emphasis could be placed on processes that
were beyond the scope of rational organisation, as political conserva-
tives liked to do. In the field of scientific interpretation the first
option usually had its counterpart in positivism, the second in idealism.

These definitions of gender have been highly influential on the
historiography of (ancient) women. Natural human life was felt to be an
autonomous force, and by its definition, according to Foucault, it was
ultimately bound to remain beyond the impact of cultural organisation,
because it was asked to reveal itself and to yield to proper management
time and again. The distribution of life among the sciences reflects this
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conviction, which was the most outspoken in its positivist variety: the
social sciences, including economics, politics and history dealt with
human life as it changed; biology and medicine investigated human life
from the assumption that it was essentially not liable to change. Since
'women' were firmly associated with this everlasting factor of life, they
were in the last resort not only a-social, but consequently a-historical
as well (Pomata, 1983). From this point of view, the historiography of
women would always imply an attempt to correlate the historical with
the a-historical, and we shall come across several instances of the con-
fusion to which this contradiction led.

Moreover, the same definition of 'women' made it easier to enter-
tain the notion that women are fundamentally more uniform than men:
beyond the scope of social structuring they were thought to embody the
same kind of existence anywhere at any time. Vice versa, this led to
social principles that aimed at confirming its validity: in the social
stratum to which the intellectuals and their wives belonged, almost all
women devoted their lives to family duties. From this point of view we
can understand how 19th century social thought and practice simul-
taneously produced a congruous set of scientific images which could not
fail to be entrenched in the asymmetrical definitions of gender. Positiv-
ism and idealism reacted in different ways to this pattern of thought
without ever abandoning its assumptions. Since it has proved to be so
tenacious and influential, it seems appropriate to label this conceptual
whole a paradigm.

Before proceeding to look at the idealist interpretation, it is
worth pursuing the analysis of positivism further in order to clarify
some of the paradoxes involved. If 'society' and 'nature' were defined
as mutually exclusive, it might be possible to search every aspect of
the relation between society and natural life without ever finding a
break in the exclusiveness. The concept of 'the position of women', on
the other hand, was specifically addressed to this relation, and the
definition of 'women' as asymmetrically divided between society and
nature reflected this fact. In fact, it was the existence of the concept
that veiled the very paradox which it had been created to maintain.
Needless to say, even if the position of women was described ad
nauseam, a satisfactory understanding of the interdependency of 'so-
ciety' and 'nature' would never be attainable.

In its search for women in antiquity, positivist scholarship created
11
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a historiography in which the contemporary 'position of women'
emerged clearly and inevitably as an analogous facet of ancient society.
It is only fair to note that this process of identification was stimulated
by the character of the available sources. Most ancient written texts
were made for the Greco-Roman public world or predominantly dealt
with it. Legal texts, for instance, which have always been important in
(ancient) historiography, were mainly preoccupied with women as wives,
mothers and daughters, because as such women had to do with the
tangible results of family life which these texts were intended to
regulate: legitimate offspring and property. Although in this context
women could not easily be regarded as a collective body because of the
important distinction between free citizen, freedwoman and slave, the
emphasis was finally laid on the difference between the sexes. The
distinctive meaning of men and women within the whole structure of
kinship (lineage), sexual mores and gender-bound traditions (the usual
limitations for females in case of inheritance; the problem of property-
holding by women in Greece in any case; the divergent regulations on
fatherhood and motherhood with regard to kinship, citizen rights and
free status, to mention a few recurrent themes) was felt to verify the
fundamental definition of gender. Even if we accept that such inter-
pretations were partly valid, for instance as regards classical Athens,
where the distribution of men and women between the public and the
private spheres respectively was highly valued, the force of contem-
porary conceptions swept away a thorough understanding of the dif-
ferences between classical Athens and the 19th century in these re-
spects (cf. Humphreys, 1983: Chapters 1-4; Foucault, 1984). If, on the
other hand, attention was firmly focused on social stratification, the
meaning of 'natural life' was duly forgotten and women tended to
disappear from the picture altogether.6

The extent to which 'the position of women' was reproduced as an
isolating concept is reflected in a striking feature of many publications
on the subject. A good proportion of this kind of historiography on
ancient women was produced beside the mainstream of classical scholar-
ship.' An address for the general public, a lecture for the non-univer-
sity members of a society, articles in periodicals of a general rather
than a professional character, essays written by professional scholars
after retirement or by interested amateurs many publications on
women in antiquity are typically of this kind. In spite of the usually
sincere tone in which these texts were written, the subject appeared to
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be particularly appropriate for the less momentous occasions of profes-
sional life, where the strains of critical scholarship were relaxed in
favour of a benevolent interest. Intuitively, 'women' were felt to not
belong fully to the realm of historiography.

The methodological principles of positivism proved to be a severe
handicap in correcting preconceived views of history. The belief that
the extant written sources provided a reliable representation of ancient
societies did not take into account the fact that the ancient authors
usually dealt with conditions that in their general features were self-
evident to them and thus required no further explanation. If, for ex-
ample, Herodotos compares foreign customs with those of classical
Athens, he obviously singles out from both sides only a few instances
that particularly struck his imagination. His account does not contain
an all-encompassing background against which these instances can be
set. Since cross-cultural comparison was not a part of positivist ancient
historiography as a matter of principle, scholars could only rely on
their own set of ideas. Unwittingly, an often unintentional comparatism
filled up the vacuum, i.e. a comparatism with their own time and en-
vironment (Humphreys, 1978: 19). Even if the female mutedness in the
sources was explicitly recognised, it seemed impossible to weigh them
sufficiently for the kind of representation they offered.

The main question for the positivist tradition of ancient his-
toriography was therefore: 'what was the position of women?' The
nature of the question itself and the methods applied to solving it
could only call for a quantitative response, as each fact or each act
allotted to women was summed up within the extant sources. Moreover,
following Foucault again, we might be tempted to see the massive
density of detailed questions about 'women' as a reflection of an in-
quiry bent on discovering sexuality.

However, in due time another question emerged concerning the
meaning of this 'position'. This way of posing the problem envisaged its
quality in an evaluative sense and caused an emotional reaction. Was
the position of ancient women good or bad? Was women's status high
or low? The debate concentrated on the position of women in classical
Athens and feelings ran high. Some scholars came to the conclusion
that women had a bad position in classical Athens, a conclusion which
others felt as a provocation. Did free Athens indeed seclude 'its' women
and keep them in purdah, as the British debaters aptly labelled it? Did
democratic Athens really despise citizen women, debarring them from
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the pursuit of happiness? This so-called status debate began around the
middle of the century and reached its acme between 1880 and 1930. The
status debate itself is discussed by H.S. Versnel in this volume and has
received ample attention elsewhere, so I will limit myself to some
comments on its background and consequences.

The peculiar features of this debate have aroused just criticism in
recent years. Pomeroy (1975: 59) has pointed out the use of different
types of source material for each position in the debate. So has Just
(1975: 155), who in addition has paid attention to the influence of a
priori judgements on the 'right' attitude towards women (1975: 155-156).
Several solutions have been suggested: for instance, distinguishing
different spheres of reality and discourse in classical society and sort-
ing the source material on these principles (Gould, 1980), or considering
different levels of interpretation (Just, 1975).

These are all valuable contributions towards breaking down the
tough barriers that not only hampered a mutual understanding between
the pessimistic and the optimistic positions, but even prevented the
understanding of the problem itself. There has been only partial ack-
nowledgement, however, of the extent to which the very concept 'the
position of women' has been and still continues to be a stumbling
block, through its inherent isolation of women from historical society in
general. Moreover, the way in which the problem is conventionally
posed cannot be eliminated unless the debate itself is examined as part
of the historical evaluation to which it belonged. A striking feature of
the debate is the fact that it was conducted parallel to and almost
critically detached from the ancient material itself. Notions about the
'proper' estimation of women (Just) were not the only a priori views
involved. Professional historians and classicists wanted to evaluate the
past; the ways in which they did so were to play a major role in the
creation of the status debate.

Historiography was naturally firmly rooted in the general prin-
ciples of historicism. Historicism has been a broad and profoundly
influential phenomenon, not only as a professional precept in historio-
graphy, but also as a mental attitude invading all kinds of thought. It
meant that the nature of a phenomenon was to be understood by its
history; more particularly, that the meaning and the value of a phenom-
enon were to .be estimated through the role it played within a larger
development. In these terms, historicism might still be considered an
adequate part of historical scholarship. In the 19th century, however,
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its configuration included several additional values that are important
here. It should be noted, moreover, that historicism was an inherent
principle in both positivism and idealism, and on these assumptions,
shared by both positions, the creation of a common evaluation of 'the
history of women' could take place.

At face value, historicism might not seem to merge easily with
positivism. After all, in most of the natural sciences, the history of a
phenomenon is irrelevant. Concerning historical evaluation, however,
historicism developed concepts of its own that were only in part related
to the natural sciences. Firstly, every historical period was considered
as being unique. Each period or group of historical phenomena was held
to have its own particular quality, which should be understood by itself.
From this point of view, the choice of scientific methods posed no
specific problems, since the facts were considered to speak 'for them-
selves'. Secondly, however, and this is in contradiction with the first
point all phenomena were to be understood as part of a (continuous)
process of development. Such a development might operate on a limited
scale, showing how each phenomenon of a specific period could be
understood as an element within a process which aimed at the fulfil-
ment of its inherent qualities. Usually this teleological view was felt to
be progressive, although it could just as well be given a pessimistic
turn. If the concept of progress was understood as all-encompassing,
which implied that the whole of mankind was thought to reach the
acme of human development gradually, one might even speak of Prog-
ress. In either case, historical evaluation tried to determine the mean-
ing of a phenomenon by assessing its role within the teleological pro-
cess of history. On this point a choice of positions was available. The
principle of historical uniqueness could and did lead to moral relativism,
as historical evaluation tried to resemble the detachment of the natural
sciences. The meaning of the specific phenomenon simply had to be
judged in terms of the general tendencies of the period. But the idea
of progress, and even Progress, might well ask for value judgements in
our sense of the word. In the development of humanity there were
clearly upward and downward movements, measured by norms of reason
and morality. It was obvious that neither all societies nor all the
segments within a given society had reached the higher stages of
civilization at the same pace. On this view, as we have already seen,
the disorderly aspects of life came to be seen as remnants or signs of
backwardness. Such primitive conditions were seen to be not yet fully
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grown. But the question then arose fully grown like what?
Sooner or later, historicist evaluation in the moral sense requires

a tertium comparationis. It may be clear that the teleological view of
Progress went hand in hand with the general confidence in rational
management, but of course more factors had to be taken into account.
Classical antiquity in particular played a major role in the defining of
normative values. Generally speaking, climaxes in the history of man-
kind were thought to be precisely the hey-day of classical culture as
far as the arts, the creation of abstract thought and the definition of
statesmanship and citizenship were concerned. The highest ethical
standards were posed in principle by Christendom. The application of
these norms indicated clearly that the Western society of the 19th
century was the triumph of history. The emergence of the nation state,
the success of liberalism, the rational and modern organisation of social
and economic life, the morals of liberalism or central authority on the
one hand and Christian ethics of charity and general behaviour on the
other: all the accomplishments of modernization indicated that here at
last history had risen to unprecedented heights.8

In many important respects, classical antiquity seemed to pervade
19th century society. As official buildings and the established schools of
art preferred classical forms for public presentation, so the central
concerns in political and personal morality found expression in terms of
antiquity or Christendom. The authoritative grandeur of classical an-
tiquity within this mental climate gave classical studies an exceptional
place. Even if the world of classical scholarship itself remained by and
large a closed academic microcosm, its results might serve as an array
of references for intellectuals wishing to assess history and contem-
porary society. If we trace this chain of influence in the opposite
direction, we can understand why classical studies display an extreme
version of the contemporary battle of morals.

Some classical scholars adhered to the principles of relativism.
They did not doubt the superior qualities of ancient civilization and
wished to interpret classical society without any (apparent) implication
for modern life. The meaning of 'the position of women' was, in their
eyes, to be evaluated without the burden of explicit moralising. This
relativism was hardly tenable, for its perception of antiquity was large-
ly dependent on contemporary mentality and it is hard to see how it
might be possible to disclaim the impact which classical studies certain-
ly left upon their public. Even if we accept that the negative judge-
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ment of 'the position of women' was felt to be an infringement of the
splendour of classical civilization, it is impossible to grasp the dimen-
sions of the problem and the confusion it produced unless we bear in
mind to what an extent the status debate put general and professional
values to the test.

Examination of the status debate reveals a desperate search for a
sensible and acceptable norm by which to evaluate the facts without
tearing the fabric of contemporary values. Blindness to the paradoxes of
one's own view of 'women' and their meaning in society was one thing,
being confronted with the conclusion that women could not belong to
history was another. If, for example, the historical tendency of classical
Athens was towards democracy and individual freedom, while women
were apparently debarred from these rights, the historical picture
tended to become muddled. One way out was to doubt the accuracy of
attributing such a democratic tendency to Athens. If this conclusion
appeared inevitable, it was often nevertheless unwelcome, except to
those who sympathised with contemporary feminism. The other way out
was to suppose within a general historical framework that Athens was
indeed on its way to democracy and that it was the historical evalu-
ation of women which needed revision. But if 'the position of women'
was to be evaluated by other norms than the usual ones, logically
enough given the distinct views of gender, from what set of ideas were
these norms for women to be derived? And before that question could
be answered, it first had to be settled whether 'the position of women'
was a political, social, cultural or ethical problem.

The commonest approach defined the problem as a cultural one.
After all, it was the idealised image of classical society as the embodi-
ment of cultural achievements and democracy that had been responsible
for these problems of assessment. It was thus this image itself which
played the major role in the search for a solution. In a lecture for the
general public, Kuiper, Professor of Classics in Amsterdam, formulated
the problem neatly:

So we naturally wonder whether the Athenian
woman [singular! J.B.] deserves all this attention
[from the orators, J.B.], and even whether the
classical Hellenic conception of woman's value to
be found in these texts should lead us to pass
stern judgement on the otherwise highly praised
civilization of ancient Athens. I would hesitate to
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put this question if I felt obliged to give an
unfavourable answer. (Kuiper, 1920: 77; Italics
added, J.B.).

The urge to maintain the idealised view of classical Athens and,
more generally, the need to retain the valuable standards for evaluating
history demanded the continued isolation of women from (historical)
society. Kuiper continued, arguing from the cultural definition of his-
tory:

A sketch of women's life in Athens as given above
would in itself be unable to convince us that for a
thorough understanding of cultural history some
knowledge of the life of Greek women is indis-
pensable. (Ibid.: 78).

For whose who passed a negative judgement on the position of women
in Athens but who shrank back from giving up the accepted set of
values, cultural history had to be spared the intervention of women.

An alternative solution to the cultural approach put the argument
the other way round. The classical ideal was felt to be so all-encom-
passing that a cultural paradox a combination of 'good' or 'advanced'
elements with 'bad' or 'backward' ones appeared inconceivable in
classical civilization. A negative judgement could thus only be the
result of poor understanding. This optimistic view was put forward
eloquently by the Hellenist Gomme in his controversial 1925 article and
more bluntly by Kitto in his well-known 1951 monograph:

What is wrong [with the pessimistic position, LB.]
is the picture it gives of the Athenian man.9 The
Athenian had his faults, but among his better
qualities were lively intelligence, sociability, hu-
manity and curiosity. To say that he habitually
treated one half of his own race with contempt,
does not, to my mind, make sense.
(Kitto, 1951: 222).

Indeed it does not make sense if one realises that Greek society, like
any social body, had to maintain its balance and that men and women
had to see themselves as mutually coexisting, in spite of the rigid
separation of social spheres. But that is not what Kitto is saying. He
implies that the position of Athenian women should be understood as
'good' because Athenian men, endowed with the above-mentioned qual-
ities, were only capable of producing a civilization of a high standard.
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Kitto's book is representative and illuminating. His central concept of
interpretation is civilization, in particular that of Athens. 'The' Greek
or 'the' Athenian male is the natural fans et origo of this civilization.
This product, Greek/Athenian civilization, was such a valuable end that
almost any means were justifiable to further it. Athens had to employ
its empire, its slaves, its selective democracy and citizenship in order
to achieve its cultural glory. So it had not only the necessity but also
the right, or even the duty, to do so. By its very nature, Athenian
civilization was a mild imperial state, an amiable and modest master
(ibid.: 119-133 and passim). In brief, Athens was the model colonising
state as conceived around the turn of the century, when Western
imperialism had more or less shifted from downright economic profit to
a more ethical, benevolent government.' At the centre of this argu-
ment we find the equation of Western Europe with civilization (here to
be identified with society) and with masculinity and male gender which
dominated by natural right colonised people, those lacking civilization,
and women, provided that this was done in order to achieve highly

valued specimens of culture," and in a way that was not felt to be
opposed to civilised standards.12 Moreover, Kitto often compares an-
cient Athens with modern Britain, as Gomme had done, offering a good
example of the paradigm under discussion. In many respects Athens had
to be just like Manchester. On some minor points Athens might even
score higher,13 but eventually modern Britain was bound to emerge the
best, for the path of Progress had necessarily improved on historical
conditions (ibid.: 244ff.).

Finally, Kitto opens his discussion with the following statement:
'Most men are interested in women, and most women are interested in

themselves' (ibid.: 219). The interesting feature of this remark (of
which the opposite might be as true in women's eyes) is not that Kitto
holds a club witticism to be a valuable contribution to his monograph,
but the fact that his statement implies that men define themselves
through various relations, while women constitute an entity which only
refers to itself. This also means that men are the ones who give mean-
ing, and women who are inscribed with meaning. And indeed, Kitto asks

rhetorically:
Or are we trying to estimate the character of the
Athenian, and of his civilization, on the basis
(partly) of the position he allotted to his women?'
(Ibid.: 225).
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I do not think that this quotation needs underlining to further my
point.

A third approach provided a radical answer to the question posed
by a position such as Kuiper's. Its most famous spokesman was Ulrich
von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff. For him the seclusion of women from
Athenian civilization was a fact, but the validity of the classical stan-
dard was beyond dispute. On the contrary, Wilamowitz did much to
emphasise the meaning of classical Bildung as a value in modern life
and set out to reorganise classical studies in order to bring about this
ideal. In Wilamowitz' position, the contradictions of historicism loom
large. He advocated an approach to antiquity in the relativist vein,
which would leave the issue of modern morality aside, but would never-
theless allow for an inherent educational effect of classical studies. The
tension between these two claims was covered up by the definition of
the themes involved: (ancient) history contained the realms of public
society, the intellect and the State, which could be summed up as
civilization. Morality pertained to private life and Christian ethics. Thus
the Bildung which might originate from classical studies and which
might transcend the time span concerned an education in intellectualism
and statesmanship. Vice versa, Christian ethics should not be allowed to
intrude upon a sensible understanding of classical antiquity." Fittingly,
he considered sexual and emotional life as a strictly private matter that
should not emerge within the public sphere and consequently could not
belong to the history of civilization.15 So not only did Wilamowitz feel
justified in refraining from commenting on 'the position of women', but
he even attributed the very value of Athenian civilization to the ab-
sence of female involvement. In this context his famous remark is
perfectly logical:

...it is no small token of the dignity of Attic
history, that it includes one female only, though
she dominates it all: the maiden of the acropolis.
(Wilamowitz, 1893, II: 99-100).

Here Wilamowitz only allows a virginal, martial goddess into the frame
of history, a female figure who is typified by being non-sexual, non-
human and not involved in family matters: who is, in other words, most
unlike an ordinary woman.

The distinction between the position of Wilamowitz, on the one
hand, and that of Kuiper (and many other Dutch and British contribu-
tors to the debate), on the other hand, lies foremost in the radical
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split between private, Christian ethics and historiography advocated by
the first, and the attempts to reconcile them, as represented by the
second. Kuiper did consider the position of women a shortcoming, but
transformed it into an inevitable one by contrasting a pagan and a
Christian interpretation of history:

But the acknowledgement of the devotion and
psychological attention paid by the ancient poets
to woman's inner life should not make us overlook
one important fact. It did not instigate any female
emancipation. The movement, reflected in Plato's
state, was only a passing phenomenon in Athens.
And not only in Athens. The task of really liberat-
ing woman has been left by the ancient world to
the Christian civilization.
(Kuiper, 1920: 109).

Kuiper tried to solve a cultural problem by turning it into an ethical
one; Wilamowitz prevented the problem from emerging at all by his
definition of Greek cultural history and its boundaries.

The status debate and meaning which should be attributed to the
position of women within the historical process grew even more com-
plicated when the results of idealist historiography were gradually
introduced into the positivist tradition. The outlines and consequences
of this confrontation may be presented more clearly after a concise
discussion of the idealist programme. But first we pursue the develop-
ment of the positivist line and the kind of historiography that it pro-
duced.

Although the problem itself remained insoluble due to its para-
doxical presuppositions, it was not unproductive. In harmony with the
paradigm, the appropriate solution was found in, or rather shaped as
(because the process was hardly a conscious one) a history of women as
a separate historiography. Naturally it took the same form as the
general historiography based on historicist principles, but isolated from
it and on a modest scale. This genre described the position of women
in various periods and pointed to its upward and downward tendencies
in the course of time. The periodisation was usually derived from
general historiography: Archaic, Classical, Hellenistic, the only addition
coming from the idealist tradition in the form of a matriarchal era.
Historical phenomena and situations were thus to be put on a develop-
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mental line. Where ancient history was concerned, the curves of this
line ('better', 'worse again', 'a little improvement') depended on the
axioms of the historian. Christendom, for example, might be considered
as an impulse detrimental to 'the position of women' in view of the
Pauline dicta, the restrictive decrees and the anti-sexual policies of the
church. The ethical approach, on the other hand, usually regarded the
Christian era as one marked by improvement, since 'woman' met for the
first time with 'just respect for womanhood'. Those who adhered to the
hypothesis of Bachofen considered the preclassical times as 'good' for
women (see below), while the following centuries of ancient history
were seen to represent a gradual decay.'6

This 'cultural history of women' genre was widely practised. It
drew profusely on the positivist sources of data and, particularly for
the general reader, it typified the intellectual approach to the phenom-
enon 'woman'.17 Why were scholars and lay authors so prolific? First of
all, this genre was the natural outcome of the historiographical prob-
lems described above. Whatever meaning it actually ascribed to the
position of women in history is irrelevant; what matters is that it
seemed to fill a vacuum inherent in the paradigm itself. Precisely the
fact that it could never succeed in doing so stimulated each new at-
tempt time after time. Secondly, it was asked to satisfy the thirst for
knowledge that rapidly increased in the second half of the century.
During 1880-1925, the period in which the status debate was at its
height, the so-called 'women's question' became one of the most promi-
nent contemporary topics. Generally speaking, it was regarded as a
social and political problem; the feminist movement called for a rightful
place for women in the public sphere. A better, more widely orientated
and even professional education for girls and the right to vote were
the major demands. Many people from various social strata and political
positions joined the debate. Within this climate there was a real need
for adequate knowledge about the 'condition' of women. For 19th
century mentality, in which understanding of a phenomenon was tightly
bound up with consideration of its historical development, this included
historical knowledge. As soon as women opted for entry into univer-
sities, the world of scholarship became even more involved in the
problem. The outside world was asking the sciences for knowledge about
'women'. Understanding of what the appropriate 'position' of 'woman'
was to be required knowledge about what 'woman' actually was. Besides
these demands from outside, the scientific world itself wanted to know
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the answer in order to decide whether women might be able to join its
ranks.

There were thus many impulses towards the creation of a separate
historiography of women and particularly for the drawing of compari-
sons between the position of women in antiquity and in contemporary
society. Some went very far in assuming analogous processes. In a
publication for the occasion of Kaiser-Geburtstag in 1900, I. Bruns
launched the idea that classical Athens had witnessed a feminist move-
ment not unlike the modern one: Attic citizen and particularly non-
citizen women were claimed to have demanded equal political rights and
opportunities within the polis. Though no scholars wholly subscribed to
Bruns' hypothesis, the many references to Bruns or his suggestions
indicate that it was felt to be worthy of attention.° Suggestions in the
same vein concerning Roman women emerged as well, although the
overall discussion on Rome proved less vehement than that on Greece.°

Paradoxically, the hypothesis of an emancipatory movement in
Greece turned out to be more fruitful, to a certain extent, than the
status debate had been. Bruns"radicalism' brought critical attention to
bear on the assumptions of straightforward analogy which had pervaded
the debate in a veiled, unconscious way. One of its results was the
1922 monograph of Herfst, which is still of value; his review of
women's (wage) labour in classical Greece has not yet been replaced by
a more modern one. Herfst wanted to react to Bruns' hypothesis, which
was inspired by contemporary educational and political arguments, by
pointing to socio-economic factors which belied it:

...I have not found a single trace of women trying
to liberate themselves in economic respect on the
principle of sexual equality. This fact might be
explained by the limited economic development and
by the important role of household economy in
Greece. Even if the modern emancipation cannot be
explained completely by economic conditions, it is
only through the development of these conditions
that such emancipation can be effected. Concerning
the purely economic causes in our times, one might
consider, according to Pierstorff,2° the diminished
possibilities of getting married. In this respect a
parallel between modern times and the Middle Ages
would then be conceivable, but, as I have just
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shown, in Greece the opportunities of marriage for
women have always remained favourable enough.
And in the preceding pages I have discussed the
extent to which the increase of wage labour by
women during the war might be compared with
analogous conditions in Greece.
(Herfst, 1922: 99-100).

In Herfst's remarks we find a clear awareness of comparatism as a
method, in marked contrast with the preceding tradition that made use
of parallelism as a self-evident or unconscious attitude. Herfst explicitly
declared himself an adept of the modern French approach of the time
which took comparatism seriously,21 as represented by G. Glotz and
P. Guiraud. The differences between this approach and German and
English classical positivism were at first not always striking, but proved
to be influential in the course of time.22 Behind its sometimes highly
factual appearance, which was warmly welcomed in the 1920s and 1930s,
this French school often drew its inspiration from idealist thought.23
Bypassing the stern German positivism, it cherished its association with
the grand representatives of German idealism like Creuzer and
Bachofen.24 Yet Herfst's connection with idealism, as the term is used
here, is certainly not a direct one. The link is confined to the com-
paratism of social structures typical of the French school, a search for
patterns of socio-economic development which were not directly at-
tested by the sources but presupposed and put to the test of the extant
material.25 The issues involved in Herfst's position emerge more clearly
if we at last turn to the confrontation of positivism and idealism.

Romanticism and idealism, mentioned here in one breath, are far
from identical. However, Romanticism thoroughly absorbed the idealist
tradition, and idealism is important here for the distinctive version
which it acquired in its Romantic form. It might be useful to distin-
guish between Romanticism proper, which at its peak attained an almost
visionary character, and a more general mental attitude towards the
values of homely life and love which dominated 19th century middle
class mentality. Romantic idealism deserves attention here as a specific
world view which exerted a fundamental influence on the conceptions
of gender and history. Its most important feature is its reliance on
metaphysics, in marked contrast with the explicit rejection of meta-
physical principles by positivism. Although it was first and foremost in
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the German-speaking countries that idealism was a major force, its
influence extended beyond their borders. Generally, its role within the
scholarly institutions remained marginal compared with that of positiv-
ism, but still its influence was widely felt and its traces can be found
far within the positivist world. Finally, the combination of the two
traditions did much to reinforce the paradigm under discussion.

In order to understand the significance of idealism for the study
of ancient women, two aspects can be distinguished: the belief in
spiritual essence as the ultimate formative factor, which served to guide
questions about (empirical) reality and its interpretation (the idealist
principle); and the methods applied to arrive at this understanding. With
regard to these methods, we should note that understanding itself was
defined as a method. Divergent phenomena were collated as representa-
tives of ideas underlying the (source) material. The creation of cat-
egories depended on the acceptance of the formative ideas. Thus under-
standing directly implied the application of ideas. In cultural history,
more specifically, this process of understanding was effected by the use
of comparatism. In order to unearth and reveal the formative ideas,
comparison of phenomena from different cultures might prove a power-
ful tool, for interesting features which would otherwise remain scarcely
visible might be exposed by contrast or analogy. This comparatism, as a
methodological by-product, was unjustifiable for the positivist tradition.
To ignore the boundaries of the source material to such an extent was
considered unscientific, and the assumption of congruent phenomena
between more or less civilised cultures could hardly expect to gain the
approval of those who followed the norms of positivist historical evalu-
ation.

If we see the success of positivism in the cataloguing of different
phenomena, while the creation of a synthesis raised many difficulties,
the success and difficulties of idealism were the opposite. Arguing from
vast, comprehensive ideas did not make it easy to get a good grasp of
difference. Where cultural difference was concerned, there were those
who suggested that different cultures were expressions of distinctive
spiritual/cultural essence, while others held the view that difference
should be understood in terms of the distinct expressions of a single
underlying process. The question of hierarchy was closely related to
this problem. It was certainly possible to attribute equal value to
different cultures if they were confined to their historical boundaries.
Sooner or later, however, the idealist principle was bound to imply a
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sense of hierarchy. In order to define the meaning of a phenomenon, it
was interrogated to see how far it conformed to the ultimate idea. Such
a procedure cannot avoid evaluating in terms of 'more' and 'less'. In
this respect, idealist historiography was able to acquire the general
features of historicist evaluation: the search for general processes and
the measurement of a historical phenomenon in terms of its meaning
for this process. The specific values of idealism nevertheless gave its
historiography a peculiar turn, as idealism tended to identify with
matters of the mind and consequently, the less the matter involved in
a phenomenon, the higher the value that could be assigned to it.

Though the nature of cultural difference was the subject of de-
bate, there was an idealist consensus on the nature of sexual
difference. Positivists, who considered women's social roles to be best
suited to female nature, to their conception of 'womanhood', likewise
accepted an essentialist view of gender (and it is telling that sexual
difference was the topic par excellence where they were to do so). If
we accept that the 19th century concepts of gender can be understood
as two asymmetrical definitions, in which men contained more rational-
ised society and less nature, and women were predominantly natural and
only partly socialised, then the inherent contradiction between the
metaphysical essentialism of such a definition and the kind of argu-
ments that the positivists wanted to apply constituted the stumbling
block in their handling of gender assessment. This kind of problem
could not emerge in the idealist interpretation but another inevitably
did.

By nature of its principles, idealism perceived masculinity and
femininity as spiritual essentials, as the ultimate nature of male and
female, expressed in human men and women. The kind of relationship
implied by the definition of gender mentioned above was felt to be the
inherent, determinant essence of man and woman. In this sense, ideal-
ism radicalised the asymmetries of gender and made an existential
problem of the relation of society and nature within each gender.
Masculinity became much more difficult to understand, at least in its
ties with nature. This point of view did enable the firm location of the
definition of woman as almost exclusively non-social, but as the em-
bodiment of 'otherness' she was still a mystery. What was implied by
nature, and how was it to be evaluated? This was still seen as a cur-
rent problem by F.J.J. Buytendijk in his 1951 monograph De vrouw:
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We find that any approach to this difference
[between the sexes, J.B.] forces on us the problem
of femininity. [...] The secret of masculine exis-
tence [...] is understood as the secret of being
human. (Buytendijk, 1951: 41).26

The 'natural' element of femininity was not limited to the biologi-
cal or sexual factor of human life, as the positivists had done. Of
course, the Romantic view of 'woman' included motherhood, but it
encompassed much more. It conveyed various contradictory meanings:
'woman' was mysterious, holy, virginal, sensual, sexual, nurturing,
threatening, the embodiment of culture and the representation of
nature. The idealist vision of femininity is extremely vague and preg-
nant with associative values. The idealist interpretation of gender
definitions, in particular of 'woman', reproduced its own contradictions
because of its ambiguous evaluation of the kind of essence which was
projected on to the non-socialised entity. Through the act of thinking,
any perspective is asymmetrical, for the self gives meaning to the other
at the same time as it identifies itself as Mind. The other is created;
an act of creation is performed upon him or her. Hence it depends on
the views of 'self what kind of other will be constituted, and in turn
what form the relation between self and other will take. A modest
'self, for instance, might create a more valuable 'other'. Although in
general the 'self is seldom modest, the Romantic tradition does contain
a tendency towards the adoption of an inferior position. The argument
for the transformation of asymmetry into hierarchy was based on the
superiority of spiritual life above matter. Since spiritual life was iden-
tified with the non-socialised segment of human existence, the para-
doxes of Romantic idealism were crystallised in the definition of
'woman'. Woman might be exalted above man as the shrine of ethics or
the well of life, but if this well was felt to be a physical one, i.e. a
specimen of matter, man turned into Mind and set Mind above matter.
If 'culture' was perceived as a vital force combining and producing its
empirical representations, woman might be seen as the bearer of its
core, as the nature of culture. But if culture was associated primarily
with the negation of physicality, woman appeared as the embodiment of
natural life. From a male point of view (and language was dominated by
man, i.e. the thoughts of men about women functioned as the law of
truth), woman was the absolute alter to ego, and by analogy, the
unknown to the known, remoteness to proximity. The fact that the
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ultimate value or meaning of 'otherness' remained undecided and am-
biguous can be understood as the source of the paradoxes on the
concept of gender that were emerging within Romantic idealism.

The ambiguity of 'woman' is the most disturbing problem of Das
Mutterrecht, J.J. Bachofen's magnum opus of 1861. This text is both one
of the most famous and one of the most extreme representatives, which
gives it the advantage of providing a clear example. There were many
influences on the creation of Das Mutterrecht. Bachofen absorbed much
of the thought of Schelling and Hegel (Gossman, 1983; Momigliano,
1983b; 1985), of K.O. Muller, and even more in particular of Creuzer's
Symbolik und Mythologie der Alten Volker (1810-1812) (Gockel,
1979: 33ff.). F. Creuzer had revealed a historical stage in the develop-
ment of the Mind (as an autonomous historical phenomenon) where it
defined and understood the universe by means of myth. Thus a mytho-
poetic stage had preceded the classical era which could only be traced
by reading beyond the confines of the classical texts and by comparing
data from various cultures, primarily through comparative linguistics,
which was much in fashion at that time. An important feature of the
mythopoetic mind was its mode of understanding through symbols, in
which a remembrance of the past was called to mind. Creuzer's work
did much to strengthen the conception of history as a process in
stages, where the preceding stage left traces on its successor, which in
turn marked a higher stage of development. For Creuzer this process
was one of the gradually unfolding Mind which step by step improved
its ways of understanding through its attribution of meaning. Thus
cultural difference within antiquity was ultimately defined by stages in
an evolutionary scheme. The mythopoetic stage, unearthed and exposed
by Creuzer, was noticeable for its manifest sexuality and the preemi-
nence of female figures, androgyny and fertility rites. It was an 'other'
kind of religion than that of the classical period, which was charac-
terised by reason and a sense of measure and in which it was finally
absorbed.

A different interpretation of cultural difference was advocated by
the highly influential jurist, F.C. von Savigny. He held the view that
the essence or spirit of a culture was expressed with utmost clarity in
its legal system. Laws were supposed to represent the basic sense of
coherence in a given culture and to reflect the ties between kinship,
authority and property.27 Historical development was, according to
Savigny, to be found in the tradition of culture itself, a tradition
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tightly interwoven with its legal form.
These were some of the threads which Bachofen took up and wove

into a new texture. He succeeded in combining the important themes of
Romantic thought and in his search for the historical development of
cultural essence he made use of the assumptions on sexual difference.
This programme was already influential in Creuzer's Symbolik, where it
was largely unconscious and implicit. Since in the Romantic conception
of 'woman' she appeared to give access to elements of human culture
that were by definition beyond the grasp of rational inquiry, Bachofen
set out to decipher the riddles of culture through exploration of femin-
inity. The ambiguity of 'woman' remained a problem for him.28 On the
one hand, woman was the embodiment of religious experience and as
such a highly spiritual being. On the other hand, motherhood (and in
its wake sexuality) implied the tangible form of kinship and ties be-
tween mother and child represented the physical form of relationships;
in this respect, woman was clearly an expression of matter. Time and
again, Das Mutterrecht comes up against problems caused by the con-
tradictory values that it set out to explain and justify.

The thesis of Das Mutterrecht is well-known. Bachofen defined
stages of historical development in which the legal system and religion
gave expression to the essence of culture. Human society had its origin
in a promiscuous, communal society in which principles of kinship or
property rights were not distinguished. Women finally rebelled against
this state of affairs and a new stage developed in which the ties
between mother and child formed the legal principle, and femininity and
fertility became the most prominent subjects of religion and symbolism.
The term 'mother-right' refers to this stage. It reached such an ex-
treme of subordination of fathers to the radical matriarchy that it was
supplanted by patriarchy, the right of fathers.

Bachofen's scheme offered a dialectical process along Hegelian
lines of the gradual subordination of Matter to Mind. Motherhood
implied Matter, while patriarchy, the most abstract notion of kinship,
represented Mind. The beginning of patriarchy, the highest stage of
history, was most clearly revealed in the coming of classical culture.
Only the methods introduced by Creuzer enabled the discovery of the
preceding stage of mother-right. Das Mutterrecht was intended to
unmask the limitations of positivist understanding and methodology. The
search for the hidden strata of culture might never have succeeded if
the strict limits of the texts had been observed. The existence and
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meaning of the matriarchal stage could never have been intuited with-
out the aid of idealist concepts of the dialectical course of the history
of the Mind or of femininity.

Although Das Mutterrecht is not an easily digestible text, it found
an eager public. It appealed, among others, to those who were no
longer satisfied with the limitations inherent in positivism. The search
for the essence of culture beyond the arid surface of life and letters
might lead to a comprehensive perception of culture which lay outside
the scope of positivism. Moreover, Bachofen's work did much to popu-
larise the idea of dialectical processes in history, which in their or-
thodox Hegelian form had remained rather intangible, but were now
visualised concretely by Bachofen. This feature satisfied a longing forhistorical understanding which was characteristic of 19th centurythought. As for the dominant ideas on gender, Das Mutterrecht created
an impressive fabric. 'Woman' and 'femininity' were at last given a
comprehensible place within a coherent view of history, while at the
same time the vision of a hidden feminine stage was a satisfactory
expression of the common perception of 'woman' as a remote and
'other' being.

Since the history of the influence of Das Mutterrecht has been
summarised by Wesel (1980), it will be sufficient here to recall a few of
the main currents which were based on Bachofen, whether explicitly or
on the general idea of a matriarchal stage which soon became common
knowledge. Hints of communal living and of a stage of mother-right areto be found in Freud's Totem und Tabu (1913), but in a more general
sense, working with all idealist suppositions, we find Bachofen's crea-
tion absorbed by C.G. Jung. In contemporary writings this Jungian
heritage is to be found in the studies in mythology by K. Kerényi2" and
in various radical-feminist publications. Friedrich Engels made
Bachofen's conclusions an essential part of his thesis on the origins of
the family (Engels, 1884); of course, he reshaped the idealism to fit in
with the materialist axioms of his work as a whole in close collabora-
tion with Marx. Through Engels the matriarchal thesis became a stan-
dard presupposition of communist historiography, which still colours
Soviet publications on the problem of the Amazons. Even in moderate
Marxist historiography, however, the assumption of a suppressed level
of matriarchal culture is still an appealing thought in the search for
explanations of confusing, contradictory facts.'

Apart from historiography, Bachofen's influence on ethnology
30
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should be mentioned briefly. The inquiry into matrilineal kinship started
almost simultaneously with the appearance of Das Mutterrecht. The fact
that both programmes were developed independently exemplifies the
mental climate which encouraged interest in this range of problems.32
Bachofen's work was felt to provide a justification of the recent find-
ings in the field of matriliny. The matriarchal thesis was not accepted
completely, however. In particular, the axiom of dialectical stages in
human development was finally rejected by social anthropologists

(Wesel, 1980: 29).
Besides the warm welcome given to Bachofen's theses, the voice of

criticism was loud and stern too (Heinrichs, 1975: 87ff.; 310ff., e.g.).
The more sober minds clearly saw how speculatively Bachofen had
interpreted his material and how much he had forced his sources to
adapt to his own ideas. Apart from the fact that the supposed existence
of matriarchy even in the deprecatory terms used by Bachofen met

with indignation, there was much methodological argument to be

brought against Das Mutterrecht. Positivist rejection of comparatism
appeared to be sensible and justifiable in the light of Bachofen's fan-
tasies. And finally, when historiography from between the wars of
either a fascist or a communist character readily adapted the ideas of
Bachofen, the suspicions about Das Mutterrecht and everything it stood
for grew stronger among those who advocated a more rational and
liberal attitude in the historical profession.

The extreme right-wing interpretation of idealism should not
intrude too easily here. Yet it cannot be denied that the same con-
stellation of ideas which led to Das Mutterrecht was called in again by
nazi ideologues. They added that other focus of interest of 19th cen-
tury speculation the link between race and culture to produce the
kind of interpretations they wished to use.33 A noteworthy example
because of its superficially innocent presentation is E. Kornemann's
Grosse Frauen des Altertums, first published in 1942. It is steeped in
Blut und Boden mentality and its conception of 'woman' is assigned its
proper place within this historiography, as the vital forces associated
with femininity are conceived as the core of racial essence:

The choice was difficult. It has been made, among
other things, with regard to the fact that in the
pictures of these women also the most important
peoples of antiquity should be aptly typified.
According to longstanding experience woman em-
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bodies race in its most pure form, not only physi-
cally but also in soul and in mind.
(Kornemann, 1958: vii).34

This is the leading theme of a book that is still in use, reprinted and
quoted naively. Although nazi historiography is no longer practised,
Kornemann still exerts some influence, not least because his work is
the basis of the lemma 'Die Frau' in Der Kleine Pauly (see note 16).
Apart from its overt racism, Kornemann's political interpretation of
idealism can be found in another theme. 'Woman' should not only
remain outside the domain of public life as a principle of culture (com-
pare Wilamowitz), but because of her embodiment of mysterious forces
her intrusion into politics would lead to the ruin of masculine culture.
Such a catastrophic effect is most clearly revealed if the woman is a
'barbarian', corrupting the masculinity of Greek or Roman civilization.
As Kornemann writes on Olympias:

... a demonic woman, is probably an Epirote (Al-
banian we would say today) in origin, but yet she
has been the wife of the great Philip of Macedon
and the mother of the even greater Alexander. She
stands beside these flagbearers of a new, of the
Hellenistic world at the gate of the last great era
of ancient history in a typifying femininity of
multiple forms and practices, politically collaborat-
ing till her gruesome death by a murderer's hand.
(Ibid.: viii).

Compare this portrait with that of Livia, who meddled with politics as
well, but who remained, undeniably, a Roman woman:

One sees, this married couple worked prosperously
by the tactful adaptability of the wife [...] Thus
Livia had become at an early stage the helpmate of
the princeps on those questions which are close to
the female sphere of interest. Hence her part in
the decision of higher politics can be explained as
well [...] Livia had taken good care, as she had
children of her own, not to argue her husband into
anything. She complied much with the happiness of
her sons.
(Ibid.: 187-189).

The motif of the dangerous intervention of a woman into politics, in
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which 'das ewig Weibliche' has been transformed into 'cherchez la
femme', is a common one in various kinds of historiography, particularly
where idealism is called in to the rescue of positivism. Yet in the
historiography exemplified by Kornemann it is deeply entrenched in a
racist conception of culture and gender. There are many traces of this
train of thought in the kind of historiography which was produced
through the combined efforts of both positions, although less downright
under nazi influence than Kornemann's.

From our contemporary perspective idealism has left a heritage as
ambiguous as that of positivism, although of course of a different kind.
In so far as its conception of cultural history was much wider and
richer than that of positivism, and its use of concepts which crossed
the boundaries of the written sources broadened any approach to his-
tory, we may consider the idealist contribution a useful one. Many of
the approaches that now prove to be rewarding have their origins in
one way or another in the idealist programme. On the other hand, much
damage has been done too. It took a long time before the wild ideas
and spontaneous speculations which were rife under the flag of idealist
comparatism were changed into a series of methods that might stand up
to the test of rational criticism. For women's history in particular the
results have been far from satisfactory. It needs little further argument
to show that the idealist conception of 'woman' and 'femininity' only
reinforced the prevailing perception of gender and increased those
assumptions which isolated women from social life and from history.
Even the matriarchal fantasies which at least created a historical period
in which women played a crucial role as an integral part of culture
removed this stage to the safety of an era that did not belong fully to
the valuable domain of historical time. Outside a tiny group of believ-
ers, Bachofen's invention worked as he had intended it to work: as a
boomerang.

The most troublesome aspect of idealism is posed by the impres-
sion that its historiography was not interested in (ancient) woman at
all. It wished to interpret the past using 'femininity' as an instrument,
understanding femininity as 'otherness' of any kind. In this way ideal-
ism excluded women from a humanist historiography at least as much as
positivism had done, and annihilated the potential integration suggested
by the idealist conceptions of cultural history and its methods.
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From the 1880s on a gradual change manifested itself within
ancient history which proved to be of great importance to the profes-
sion as a whole. Scholars with positivist origins felt their approach to
be failing in understanding, a kind of poverty inherent in the strict
positivist principles. The initiative to reconsider the organisation of
classical studies, suggested in particular by U. von Wilamowitz-
Moellendorff, was welcomed eagerly by many classicists. The aim was a
broadening of the perspective on classical civilization. The boundaries
between the distinctive disciplines (archaeology, philology, the history
of religion, for example) were to be removed to achieve this end.
Instead of the endless reading of the texts for their own sake, solid
knowledge of the ancient languages was to be embedded in a com-
prehensive view of classical culture.35 Hence an interest emerged in the
proceedings of idealist historiography, even if that position and all its
consequences were not acceptable.

Wilamowitz had come to regret his youthful criticism of Friedrich
Nietzsche and contended that even if Nietzche's view of western civili-
zation was unacceptable, there had been a point in his critique of
orthodox positivism (Wilamowitz, 1928, II: 129-130). As part of his
argument, Nietzsche had accepted the absence of Athenian women from
classical culture as a fact, just as Wilamowitz had done, but his ap-
preciation of the situation was opposite. To him it exemplified the
absence of 'femininity' and thus of an indispensable influence of natural
life. As a critic of (contemporary) culture, Nietzsche came to war
incessantly against the very set of cultural standards outlined above.
The classical ideal appeared to him as sterile, the Christian ethics as
hypocrite and as a negation of human nature. In this phase of his
working life he was a positivist no longer, and even tried to retreat
from historicism. Yet he remained a contemporary of his opponents as
far as his view of 'woman' is concerned. He was thoroughly bound to
the Romantic conception of 'woman' and looked upon her as the em-
bodiment of sexuality and of the capacity to nurture, inspire and main-
tain life.36 It was not so much the meaning of Athenian woman as the
kind of definition of culture that had been the problem, but the gradual
communication between positivism and idealism in favour of classical
studies, to which Wilamowitz' new programmes bear witness, can be
seen as part of a general tendency which affected the study of ancient
women as well.

Hence from the 1880s a third current developed, the result of the
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meeting between the two leading traditions. While these two remained
more or less undisturbed (for instance, Haley (1890), Volgraff (1913),

Kuenen-Janssens (1941) on the positivist side; Briffault (1927) and
Neumann (1956) for the idealists), the third tried to grapple with the
problem that sprang from the interaction, and it did so in several ways.
Since the thesis of matriarchy was one of the most conspicuous pro-
ducts of idealism, some scholars set out to discuss it through a con-
frontation with the knowledge that had been acquired along positivist
lines (Farnell, 1904; Bennett, 1912; Rose, 1911; Slotty, 1950). As far as
I am aware, there are few examples of a critique in the opposite direc-
tion, arguing from idealist convictions to reconsider the positivist
results, at least if we restrict ourselves to those that do so in a sen-
sible way. Herfst is the most important example, and we can trace his
adjustment to traditional positivism in his use of 'la femme' in that
way, diligently sorting all the categories of 'femmes' (Herfst, 1922).

The most interesting varieties tried to make the best of the
complicated issue by using idealist notions of 'woman' to fill the gaps
in the positivist scheme. In answer to the thirst for knowledge about
'women's condition' and 'woman', various branches of science came
forward to offer their insights, such as psychology (Heymans, 1910) and
medicine. Within historiography, the idealist amalgam of notions about
'woman' fitted in perfectly. If authoritative understanding of 'woman'
was offered there was, at last, a scientific norm by which to evaluate
women's position (compare Just, 1975). A fairly recent example of this
solution is found in Vogt (1960), who makes use of Buytendijk (1951) in
order to clarify the problem: the Athenians should not be criticised for
their treatment of women because they were unable to consider Chris-
tian ethics (compare Kuiper or Wilamowitz), but because they were
unable to understand the essence of sexual difference in an ethical or
philosophical way (Vogt, 1960: 47).

The idealist view of 'woman' was applied not only to the status
debate, but also to Roman history. Although discussions on female
emancipation in Rome were not as emotional as those on Athens, the
battle of morals was carried on there as well. Roman history is popu-
lated with a rich assortment of noteworthy women, about whom we are
more or less well informed. The information is ambiguous, however,
when it comes to evaluation. The source material depicts some women,
like Cornelia or 'Turia', as prime examples of Roman female virtue, but
others are represented as the opposite of virtuous and a great many
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more are in precarious balance between these two extremes. For Roman
historiography, the assessment of these women, their 'value', has proved
as intricate a question as that of the 'position' of Athenian women in
the historiography of classical Greece. The search for individual charac-
ters and their meaning for historical conditions, to which Roman his-
tory seemed to lend itself, took a specific turn in the observation and
explanation of these female figures. While classical Athens served as an
ideal where individual freedom and the creative arts were concerned,
Roman civilization marked the success of legal structuring and effective
political practice. The intervention of women in this public, formal
domain was usually felt to be a lamentable abuse of social spheres and,
more precisely, as the intrusion of the dangerous and intangible force
of feminine sexual power. The writings of Roman men on this female
interference in politics contain overtly contradictory feelings and
reflect the ambiguous values which were clearly at stake, even though
they are not yet completely clear to us. The historiography on these
women not only reproduced these conflicts, but even tried to straighten
them out through an emphasis on femininity ('woman') in contrast to
the orderly male domain of political and legal life. The by now familiar
'position of Roman women' served as the background, but in the discus-
sion of individual Roman women we can observe the specific use of
idealist definitions of gender. 'Cherchez la femme' meant looking for
the unchanging force of mysterious sexual femininity if the historical
problem seemed confusing. Resembling the bias towards non-Greek
women in Kornemann's work, this principle was the most conspicuous
where non-Roman women were involved. As the former Cambridge
Ancient History explained Cleopatra's political activities:

...the essence of her nature was the combination of
the charm of a woman with the brain of a man,
both remorselessly bent to the pursuit of that one
object, power.
(Tarn, 1934: 35)37

Roman women too could be easily understood if the wily nature of
femininity was held against the strictness of (Roman) public life:

But by the last century of the Republic, females
had in practice obtained their independence, and
nothing but social convention and a sense of
responsibility barred the way to a dangerous
exploitation of their privilege. Under the demoral-
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izing temptations of great and sudden wealth the
barrier at length broke down, and fashion took a
form which could not safely be tolerated. The
performances of Clodia and her like, political
unions which were marriages in nothing more than
a name, and the whole development first revealed
by Catullus and seen at its climax in the world of
Ovid, all have their place in a story that boded ill.
Nor were the effects of the new manners confined
to those who lived loose themselves. The exag-
gerated freedom of the womenfolk, which enabled
the greatest of them to take their part even in
high political concerns, had its repercussions in
circles which might even have been called old-
fashioned. Neither Quintus Cicero nor Atticus was
a moral revolutionary: yet the experience of Quin-
tus with his wife Pomponia, Atticus' sister, was of
a kind to warn prudent bachelors against experi-
ments with a mate whom the law would leave
immune from a husband's control. When free
women were apt to be froward partners, in wide
sectors of society men were tempted to seek a
substitute for marriage in life with an enfranchised
slave over whom they might still retain the
authority of a patronus.
(Last, 1934: 440)

The length of this quotation is justified by the way it embodies several
of the values under discussion here. Not only does it attribute the
cause of the disruption of Roman morals to women and the impact of
wealth (a disruption that is not called into question at all), but it
evokes a feminine nature which is seen as an uncontrollable, disruptive
force. If let loose, the 'barrier is broken down' and the structure of
social life devastated. This view naturally leads to praise of Augustus,
who embodied the power to fortify the legal fabric strong enough to
create a new barrier.38

Many of these female individuals turn up again in Balsdon's mono-
graph (1962). This book, written after retirement, is certainly a mild
one, aiming at an understanding from these women's point of view.
Still, Balsdon did not succeed in freeing himself from the concepts
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which had defined the historiographical tradition, even if he tried to
tone down the moral indignation reproduced from the source material
and the emphasis on personal characteristics with which historians had
tried to patch up the lacunae. On many topics Balsdon still has nothing
more to offer than translations from the sources. It was not possible, it
seems, to give an account of a social structure which might explain the
acts of these individuals and the contemporary morals which they
evoked.

The main outlines of the historiography of ancient women
sketched above may be seen to be defined by a paradigm which per-
ceived women as isolated from the general tendencies of history. The
distinct scientific traditions of the last century, positivism and idealism,
elaborated this axiom each according to its own principles and with a
different emphasis on method, but with a shared definition of gender.
The gradual connection between the two traditions did much to change
ancient history in general, but it left the definitions of gender un-
changed. In fact, they tended to reinforce these definitions by connect-
ing those elements which were held in common on the issue of (female)
gender. Consequently, the paradigm under discussion remained intact
and powerful far into the 1960s.

The search for new approaches that is a conspicuous feature of
the historiography of ancient women at present is a typical example of
a process within ancient history at large. It concerns a new perspective
which characterises historiography in general and which leads within
ancient historiography to a reconsideration of the function of the
source material. It is possible to discern a pattern of interlocking
attempts to interrogate the limits of the written sources, linked directly
to the search for new views of the ancient societies themselves. It has
led to a pluriformity of methods and conceptions as well as to a re-
markable diversity of perceptions of antiquity. Several of these ap-
proaches have developed recently, like the application of semiotics;
others are part of a longer tradition, like the use made of social
anthropology or of the social philosophy reaching back to Durkheim
(Humphreys, 1978). Ancient historiography experienced a radical change
in the 1970s, marked by the vigour behind this search and by the range
of problems into which these methods were expected to supply new
insights. Since this process is still going strong and its outcome, in
terms of the balance between its divergent aims and methods, is still a
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matter for the future, some of its features may be illustrated by means
of the contributions to this volume.

It is first necessary to add some remarks on women's history. The
development of women's history arose directly from the impetus of the
recent feminist movement. It originated in a sense of wonder, uneasi-
ness and even anger about the kinds of representation allotted to
'women' in current historiography. At first this feeling of indignation
was translated into a refutation of the stereotypes or the search for

new data in order to correct the most striking faults. In this initial

stage the patterns of historiography were actually repeated; the feeling
that something was amiss led to quantitative solutions in the form of
numerous examples of 'the position of women'. Although the emphasis
was put on ordinary women instead of the attention usually paid to the
famous ones, the conventional frameworks were still effective (Zemon
Davis, 1976). Gradually these frameworks themselves were scrutinised. If
they were felt to be valid and useful, as by some social historians, they
were retained (Wallach Scott, 1983), but by now most programmes of
women's history are far removed from those of the early 1970s. Al-
though still accepting a concern with 'women' in particular, they have
developed into a programme of gender studies, which implies that the
relationships between men and women in their divergent definitions and
formations are the focus of analysis. The question of how these defini-
tions might be perceived and what impact should be ascribed to gender
in relation to other concepts of distinction is widely discussed. In this
respect the validity of the term women's studies is often questioned.
Pluriformity is an important feature of women's studies at present,
hence a tendency which marks both women's history and ancient his-
tory naturally leads to a great variety of topics and approaches.

The contributions to this volume deliberately reflect this pluri-
formity. It is particularly in respect to different methodologies that
articles have been brought together which all bear, in one way or
another, on ancient Greek and Roman society. Despite the difference
between the positions adopted, there is a common theme which provides
the coherence within this pluriformity. Its first aspect is posed by the
contention that it is not 'women' as a social entity that should be the
focus of analysis. This would imply taking the validity of such a cat-
egory for granted. However, when the only clear reference of the term
is its existence as a biological category, it fails to satisfy the require-
ment of the conceptual structuring of gender to be meaningful in a
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historical perspective. We have only recently begun to realise that the
meanings ascribed to 'masculinity' and 'femininity' in Greek and Roman
society are by no means so self-evident. Several studies have indicated
that these concepts were indeed directly correlated with and in part
defined by values and representations of a remarkably different kind. In
Greece, for instance, these were the demands of active responsibility as
a male citizen (Dover, 1978; Foucault, 1984). So even if we have to
speak of 'men' and 'women', we should try to realise that the meaning
and connotations of these terms should not be equated unconsciously
with those valid in our own contemporary culture. It is the relationship
between 'masculinity' and 'femininity' as part of an overall structure of
concepts which is the object of inquiry.

The second aspect, linked directly to the first, is the axiom that
the nature of these relationships is in part left open, to be defined by
the impact of correlated phenomena. 'In part' refers to the contention
that sexual symmetry exists neither on a social nor on a conceptual
level. Concepts of gender and the structures that combine to define
them are always asymmetrical. Furthermore, since a society will strive
for a kind of balance in order not to disintegrate, we have to look for
a system of asymmetries divided over many segments of society. A
society might at a specific historical moment be more or less successful
in its creation of such a system, and tensions to say the least will
always occur, as well as various kinds of 'illogical' phenomena. Hence,
for example, the discussion of the historiographical paradigm presented
above is not intended to criticise the very fact of asymmetrical gender
definition, but only to illustrate that such a definition might be under-
stood as a formative factor in the historiographical problems involved.
The nature of the relationships is left open, as this requires further
inquiry into the kind of asymmetries involved and the structure of
inequality in which sexual asymmetry has its influential place (compare
Rosaldo, 1980).

These principles involve a position which deliberately leads away
from Levi-Straussian structuralism. In its most orthodox form, this kind
of structuralism accepts the (conceptual) existence of binary opposi-
tions, of which 'male' and 'female', besides 'culture' and 'nature' are
among its main categories. A number of its problematic aspects are
important here. Firstly, by accepting 'male' and 'female' as opposite
categories its axioms are begging the question. It is not always and
everywhere the case that 'male' and 'female' are the opposites of one
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another. Sometimes they are and sometimes they are not: it is the
latter instances which tend to disappear from view. Secondly, by rang-
ing all categories in metaphoric sequences, an inevitable system of
mutual connection and exclusion is produced, in which 'male' goes with

'culture', 'public', 'production', and 'female' with 'nature', 'private',
'reproduction'. These sequences are theoretically and empirically un-
tenable (MacCormack, 1980; Foley, 1981). Thirdly, the organisation into
two series of oppositions veils the implicit hierarchy between the sets.
It is the fact of implicitness rather than the hierarchy itself which
mars the analysis. Fourthly, the distinction into sets of two oppositional
categories as an attempt to provide adequate coverage of experience
inevitably leaves aside an important part of that experience. In this
volume, Mason's deconstruction of the Hesiodic myth of Pandora il-
lustrates how this process comes about. Lastly, and closely related to
the former point, this distinction rules out the analysis of historical
and cultural processes which may operate as go-betweens from one
situation to another, as Goody has argued for the case of the savage
versus the domesticated mind (Goody, 1977).

The coherent theme proposed in this volume is the analysis of
historical conditions as structures of sexual asymmetry. The emphasis on
the interrelationships between the meanings of gender and those of
other social and cultural patterns makes its impossible to isolate
'women' from the historical picture (compare Gallo, 1984) and tries to
understand the fundamental meaning of gender concepts within the
overall organisation of social and cultural life (Wallach Scott, 1986).
These statements are not meant to introduce an oversized programme,
but to indicate the position within the current discussion on women's
studies shared by the contributors to this volume. Behind the
pluriformity in subject and method, the articles aim to offer a series of
case studies of the conceptual theme defined.

Several contributions are explicitly concerned with the historio-
graphical or literary tradition in which the subject is involved. Olden-
ziel offers an analysis of the historiography of ancient infanticide,
partly along the lines suggested in this essay. Versnel describes the
status debate and shows that this Gordian knot could only be disen-
tangled in the well-known manner. The involvement of morality is also
a complicating feature in the phenomenon commonly labelled as
nymphomania' , discussed by Maaskant in her study of nymphs. Hemel-
rijk shows that the application of the traditional concepts 'the position
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of women' or 'female emancipation' (in the modern sense) fails to
explain the women's protest movements in Rome. Naerebout's discussion
of the Homeric epics indicates that there is little to be gained from
moralising about the inequalities of epic society. For 'old' women, the
subject of Bremmer's contribution, the historiographical tradition is
conspicuously absent, and Drijvers clarifies the reasons why the same is
true of several questions regarding women's choice of Christian virginal
asceticism. On the whole, the historiographical tradition, in which
issues of morality have always loomed large, is no longer felt to be
adequate.

The application of concepts from social anthropology, which has
been an important influence since the first quarter of this century, is
represented in the contributions of Versnel, Naerebout and Bremmer, to
whose bibliographies I refer for their respective positions. Naerebout
introduces not only instances of social comparison but also the recent
results of research on oral traditions. In this respect his subject differs
partly from that of Versnel and Bremmer, for while in general corn-
paratism aims at reconstructing the social realities behind the texts left
to us, the epic society to which Narebout devotes attention is not a
real society in historical terms, but a cultural whole which resembles
other epic societies more than it does any concrete historical situation.
There is a relation between this literary world and historical Greece,
but it is structured in a very specific way. Besides these aspects, he
suggests the use of comparison with the medieval and contemporary
Mediterranean as a means of comprehension. So do Versnel and
Bremmer. The former in particular draws attention to the connection
between patronage and modes of female dependence as articulated by
Aristoteles and the modern Greeks. Hemelrijk suggests a correlation
between prestige, conspicuous consumption and female participation in
Rome, preferring to compare analogous moments of friction in various
periods of Roman history.

The aim of (re)constructing social practices and principles beyond
the strict confines of the texts leads the modern comparative method to
tone down the authority of the written texts by complementing them
with data drawn from other fields. The solid, restricted character
assigned to the written sources is thus called into question by accept-
ance of the possibility that the relevant background of these texts may
not be referred to explicitly at all. The written testimonia naturally
continue to play a major role, but recourse is taken to comparative
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data and anthropological concepts to provide a more solid or convincing
argument by which their interconnection into a meaningful pattern may
be sustained. From this point of view, a different conception has come
into being of the representativity of the source material and the extent
to which it might or might not adequately represent a specific histori-

cal condition. Pembroke's paper on the problem of representativity in
Herodotos is by now a classical example of this tendency (Pembroke,
1967); nor is the fact that its subject matter concerned the concept of
gender roles mere coincidence. His argument has been elaborated by
Rossellini and Said (1978) and taken up by Hartog (1980) in a way
which clearly illustrates where the relationship between the comparative
methodology of social anthropology and the discourse analysis of French
inspiration might be situated. The latter position is more reminiscent of
idealism, while the former tends to be occupied more with social realia.
The mechanisms of the mind might naturally be regarded as realities in
their own terms, but in practice many publications with their origins in
French thought emphasise the autonomy of mental representations in
their relation to empirical reality. In a recent interview, J.-P. Vernant
remarked that he did not consider himself to be an ancient historian,
but a psychologist of antiquity (Vernant, 1986: 93, 94, 96). If we take
this statement literally, it is quite revealing about the place Vernant

ascribes to his work.
To these two approaches, social anthropology and various kinds of

discourse analysis, a third might be added, namely the critical recon-
sideration of the more common historical questions. There is a remark-
able discrepancy in the methods followed, and the divergence of scien-
tific principles involved might lead one to wonder whether they could
ever merge into creating something like a coherent view of the meaning
of gender in ancient society. Even if we may feel some doubt about the
desirability or point of such a coherence, it is surely premature to hope
for it at this stage. Each of these approaches has its pros and cons. If
social anthropology appears to be rewarding in its ability to recon-
struct, the concepts involved are a subject of (feminist) debate them-
selves; it is still uncertain how much they might reveal of the ex-
perience of women (Ardener, 1975 is still relevant). If discourse analysis
is preoccupied with mental experience, in which the meaning of gender
plays an important role (Vernant 1965 is classic in this respect), and if
the defining process of 'otherness' is understood as one of the main
problems (compare Humphreys, 1983: 51-54), the influence of dualist
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thought might be seen as a problem. If the meaning of gender is ques-
tioned in terms of issues raised by the conventional definitions, the
resultant satisfactory account of the source material may still leave us
wondering whether the main problems concerning the organisation of
the source material itself have been scrutinised. For the time being, a
deliberate pluriformity in methodology will probably offer the best
results by increasing the tension between tradition and analytical
ambition. The coherence underlying the contributions to this volume lies
in making this tension the focus of analysis.
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NOTES

1. In particular, Just (1975), Gould (1980) and Gallo (1984) are concerned
with the historiography of Greek women; see too in this volume Olden-
ziel on infanticide and Versnel on the formation of the status debate.

2. Case studies on female figures in the literary or iconographical canon
abound; interesting for its concern with diachronic tradition is Steiner
(1984). The first to raise the question of why specifically female figures
were chosen to be the vehicles of meaning, however, is Warner (1985);
compare Bovenschen (1979).

3. In 1970 G. de Ste. Croix could still remark that a thorough investigation
of the economic rights of Greek women was lacking (de Ste. Croix,
1970). This call has been amply answered by Schaps (1979).

4. H.S. Versnel (this volume) disagrees with Rosaldo about the extent to
which this background was responsible for the production of scientific
concepts. Her argument might be more valid in its radical sense for
anthropology than for history, where many additional problems should be
taken into account. Rosaldo's argument has found independent support,
however, in e.g. Jordanova (1980).

5. The problems in defining the concept 'bourgeoisie' are thoroughly dis-
cussed by Gay (1984: 17-44).

6. See for instance 'The economic background of the fifth century' by
M. Tod in the former edition of the Cambridge Ancient History (Tod,
1927 and later editions: 1-32). In his discussion of the Athenian popula-
tion, citizens, metics and slaves are considered worth mentioning, but
women (of any class) are not, except for the remark: 'We thus arrive,
allowing for women and children, at a total population of about 150-
170,000 of citizen and 35-40,000 of metic origin' (ibid.: 11).

7. In his broad survey of the Victorian experience of classical antiquity,
F. Turner has shown that many 'amateurs', intellectuals, aesthetic con-
noisseurs and officials from clerical and even financial professions
devoted themselves to the study of Greek antiquity (F. Turner, 1981:
7-8, and passim). An argument from the opposite direction might be
added: professional scholars in a way turned the subject 'women' into an
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amateur field by discussing it often, though not exclusively, in unofficial
surroundings. This feature does not affect the validity of Turner's argu-
ment, which is appropriate for the subject of 'women' as well. It is
striking, for instance, that the myth of the Amazons (about which I
intend to write elsewhere) has attracted the attention of physicians
among its lay students.

8. On the meaning of Greek culture for Victorian life sec Jenkyns (1980)
and Turner (1981). The identification process of Victorian England with
Greece and, to a lesser extent, with Rome was certainly stronger than
that of France. It had its counterpart. albeit in a different guise, in
Germany.

9. Here 'the Athenian man' emerges in the singular as a norm to be e-
quated with civilization itself.

10. Kitto's inability to shake off the colonial frame of mind is given away,
among other things, by the use of the word 'race' to refer to the
Greeks. Although 'race' (in 'the British race', 'the Greek race' [in Dutch
'Neer lands' staml) is no equivalent for the German word 'Rasse', it
implied much more than just a neutral 'people' within the mental climate
of the turn of the century. A cultural heritage, reinforced by age-old
tradition and anchored within character and bones, creates a 'race' out
of a people and elevates it above the average population. It connotes a
spiritual and physical reality, but it does not share the pseudo-scientific,
biological presuppositions of 19th and 20th century racism. This inevit-
ably pervades the whole book. Although published after World War II,
The Greeks is still entirely representative of the Victorian age, as is
acknowledged in the introduction to the person of the author in the
Pelican edition.

11. In Kitto's chapter on 'Life and character' we find the outlines of this
point of view clearly drawn in order to clarify the status debate. 'So-
ciety', 'public life' and 'civilization' are virtual equivalents, and the
exclusively masculine character is self-evident, as in the following
citation on education:

The boy was not sent to school to work for a certificate
and thereby given 'educational advantages'[...but...] to be
trained for manhood in morals, manners and physique.
Reading and writing were taught. 'Mousike' was prized
chiefly as a training in morals and wisdom, and the
moral influence of 'gymnastike' was by no means over-
looked. What was the girl doing meanwhile? Being in-
structed by her mother in the arts of the female citizen:
if we say 'housework' it sounds degrading, but if we say
Domestic Science it sounds eminently respectable...
(Kitto, 1951: 232).
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12. One of the key words in the debate was the 'Oriental seclusion' in
which Athenian women were or were not held. The affront contained in
these words lay in the implicit equation of Orientals with Greeks and
with modern Europeans; those who embodied civilization were now
viewed in the same light as those who lacked it. Consequently, the
familiar hierarchy was shattered and its justification denied. As soon as
Western Europeans were accused of being like Orientals, and thus like
those who were not civilised, this shift in values set in.

13. On the attendance of women at dramatic festivals:
The tragic tetralogy itself ended with the satyric play, of
which one surviving example (Euripides' Cyclops) contains
jokes which would make the Stock Exchange turn pale.
In this matter, then, there was an equality and a free-
dom between the sexes inconceivable to us though not
perhaps to eighteenth century Paris. [...] women went to
the theatre often to see plays which we should not
allow our women to see .

(Kitto, 1951: 233-234).
14. Compare Oldenziel (this volume) on Wilamowitz.
15. In his memoirs Wilamowitz hardly refers to his wife and children, nor to

any other aspect of his 'private life' or that of others, except for
several wives of colleagues who are mentioned when he meets them. To
him life in universities, in scholarly institutions and in the army is the
only life worth recording and fit for publicity. Wilamowitz feels much at
home in the exclusively male world to which he devoted an immense
amount of time, and finally he greets the future of the new students in
the spirit of the officers' mess:

I would like to call our society [of learned men, J.B.] a
new chivalry, held together by a common sense of
honour and duty and in service to our lady. It is our
work, and that only that ennobles us, and it is Lady
Truth to whom we have pledged ourselves. [...] So we
fight like comrades under one banner and again as our
students sing: 'he who reigns over the stars in heaven,
he will hold our banner high'. [...] So come, my gentle-
men colleagues of Berlin, take your glass: our colleagues,
our friends, our comrades from far away and nearby,
long shall they live!
(Wilamowitz, 1928: 320-321).

16. It should be noted that Bachofen himself did not judge the power of
woman in the era of Mutterrecht as an unambiguously positive feature

(see above pp. 28-30). Many of his followers, however, considered matri-
archy as the golden age of woman. Bachofen is an important point of
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reference in Kornemann (1958) and the pillar supporting the lemma 'die
Frau' in Der Kleine Pauly. The interested lay reader, confidently expect-
ing to fmd the results of German positivist scholarship, will meet with
the idealist/romantic representation of the problem embodied in this en-
cyclopaedic work. Der Kleine Pauly pictures 'the position of women' as a
gradual decay, with a few bright spots where matriarchal residues arc to
be found, and only a negative comment on Christendom (Schrot, 1979:
610).

17. The number of histories of 'the position of women' in antiquity and the
whole of (Western) history must run in the hundreds by now. A selection
(in alphabetical order of authors): Bardeche (1968), Vol. II, Antiquity;
Donaldson (1907); King (ed.) (1902), Vols. I and II on antiquity; Langdon-
Davies (1927), Vol. III on antiquity; Seltman (1956). I cannot agree with
Goodwater's comments on these titles (Goodwater, 1975, nos. 151, 158,
165, 174, 176, 191).

18. The first to do so in public, to my knowledge, was the Leiden Professor
of Classics, Van Leeuwen, in his dies lecture of 1905, in which he
considered whether Sokratcs and his circle intended to improve the
conditions in which women lived (1905: 14). It is interesting that Van
Leeuwen uses the Dutch verb 'verheffen' for this supposed project. 'Ver-
heffen' was the key word in Dutch 'ethical' politics for those who
wished to approach the working classes and the population of the Dutch
East Indies in this way. The common factor emerging here is the typify-
ing of women as the lack of civilization. 'Verheffen', 'to uplift', refers
to the attempt to raise them to the level of (the speaker's) civilization.

19. See E. Hemelrijk in this volume.
20. Pierstorff (1911: VIII: 679).
21. I have chosen the use of the French language because of the

numerous services which the works of Glotz, Guiraud and most
of all the eminent Dictionnaire des Antiquités of Daremberg
and Saglio have rendered me in research on this subject.
(Herfst, 1922: 12).

22. Momigliano's essay on Fustel de Coulanges (Momigliano, 1977: 325-343) is
highly illuminating in this context. He remarks:

But I am afraid that we did not make a clear distinction
between these works [by Glotz and Francotte, J.B.1 and
the so-called Staalskunde of the German scholars, as
exemplified, after A. Boeckh, in the fundamental Griech-
ische Staatskunde by G. Busolt and H. Swoboda (1920-
1926) or, on a lesser scale, in the successive contribu-
tions by B. Keil and V. Ehrenberg to the second and
third editions of the Einleitung in die Altertumswissen-
schaft of Gercke and Norden. (Momigliano, 1977: 325).
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23. Momigliano continues:
We did not clearly understand the origins of the psycho-
logical and ethnological interests, the 'perpetuelles con-
taminations d' idées et de coutumes' which were charac-
teristic of Glotz' books. While the German treatises
distinguished between public law and private law, Glotz
conflated them: he saw in the polis a patriarchal society.
(Ibid.: 325-326; emphasis mine, J.B.).

Momigliano rightly pays attention to the role played by national political

feeling; the rejection of German positivism implied a rejection of German
politics as well. The problem of distinct national traditions in scientific
approaches and their political meaning has been left aside within the
limited scope of this essay.
On Fustel's relation to the work of Creuzer, see Momigliano, ibid.: 341.

24. Fustel, and Glotz after him, were interested in cultural essence, particu-
larly in the relationship between religion and property, but I did not
come across direct references to the use of 'femininity' or 'masculinity'
as guiding concepts to reveal this relationship. In other words, they did
not reinforce their idealist principles with concepts of gender. However,
through L. Gernet their approach has become the grandfather of the
modern 'Paris school' as represented by J.-P. Vernant and M. Detienne,
who have elaborated the psychological interests of their predecessors in

combination with theses of Cl. Levi-Strauss, for whom the polar concep-
tion of gender is essential.

25. For another aspect of Glotz' position, compare Oldenziel in this volume.

Herfst's book fits in quite well with the preoccupations of the 1920s and

1930s as described by her.
26. The author is able to solve the riddle of femininity: 'phenomenologically

we perceive in woman her kinship with the most humble kind of life, the
unconscious existence of plants' (Buytendijk, 1951: 245). This perception
is interesting, since it reflects the concept of woman discussed above as
a biological, static being, essentially insusceptible to change and hence
a-historical. Buytendijk's book was translated into many languages. In

the French edition (1954) he praised De Beauvoir (1949) highly, since it

did not occur to him that De Beauvoir meant to criticise what appeared
to Buytendijk to be the (his) truth as a male myth. The field of topics
covered by both authors was labelled philosophical anthropology, a term
which neither philosophers nor anthropologists have found a happy one

on the whole (compare Albistur & Armogathe, 1977: 428-430).

27. In the same essay quoted in notes 22 and 23, Momigliano remarks:

To me there seems little doubt that anyone who surveys
the developments of the studies on ancient history over
the last century will emphasise the link between the
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history of private property and the history of ancient
(Momigliano, 1977: 338).

I should like to add that anyone who might consider such a project
would probably find this link to rest on the conceptions of femininity
and women's role as both the medium for the legitimation of offspring
(and hence private property) and as the embodiment of religious con-
tinuity.

28. Heinrichs (1975: 7-107) offers a useful selection on Bachofen's life and
work as a representative of contemporary values and his Swiss surround-
ings.

29. On Kerényi's relation to Jung see Burkert (1980: 191-194). As in the case
of Momigliano's essays on Fustel and his successors (1977; 1983a),
Burkert's eminent article would be a rewarding starting point for
reconsideration in the light of women's history.

30. E.g. Gottner-Abendroth (1980), Davis (1971), Stone (1976) as new at-
tempts; the reprints and translations of Kohler (1895) and Diner (1932).

31. Thomson (1949) in particular (see his Chapter II, 'Matriarchy') is built
on the thesis of matriarchy as reformulated by Engels.

32. Pembroke (1977), Fee (1974), Lane (1976: 5ff.), although Engels is no
longer a burning issue in the current debate. Compare too Malinowski
(1963: 114-131).

33. Bachofen's role in the creation of a speculative and right wing political
climate has been well analysed by Walter Benjamin, whose essay (1934-
1935) has been justly selected by Heinrichs (1975: 57-74).

34. In the translations from Kornemann it proved impossible to retain the
flavour of the German 'Blut-und-Boden' terminology. Losemann (1977) has
few details to offer on the career of Kornemann, though even Korne-
mann is no exception to the rule that the subject 'women' is particularly
appropriate for retirement (1936). To those interested in the nazification
of historiography of women it is worth comparing Grosse Frauen with
Kornemann (1927) and devoting further attention to the annotations and
bibliography to Grosse Frauen.

35. This new approach to classical studies should definitely not be equated
with the turn toward the irrational aspects of antiquity made by Jane
Harrison, F. Cornford and the 'Cambridge School'. Perhaps, though, both
developments are related in some way to the so-called 'revolt against
positivism' (Stuart Hughes, 1958). Compare Burkert (1980: 164-178), who
accepts this relationship as far is mythology is concerned.

36. Nietzsche often refers implicitly to the meaning of 'woman' for the
definition of classical culture. For an explicit discussion see Nietzsche
(1978: 362-363). On Nietzsche and classical scholarship see Lloyd-Jones
(1982: 165-181), and on Creuzer's importance for Nietzsche ibid.: 174ff.
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37. 'Charm' refers to 'personal attractiveness' and to 'magic', in opposition
to 'brain', which refers to 'logic, design' and to 'steadiness, clarity'. It
is tempting to use the old feminist joke of reversal and to try to typify
a figure like Augustus in this way.

38. Is it a coincidence that the same author makes the following addition to

his discussion of manumission: '[...] the readiness with which these slaves

were freed often without regard to their moral fitness for a place in

any ordered State' (Last, 1934: 429-430), or that he makes direct use of
the ancient sources without any restraint or criticism of their adequacy

for modern criteria?
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